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Push To Talk 

On June15th I took two students and flew to my first flyout since COVID - to Santa Rosa.  It sure was 
nice to get out, have lunch with fellow pilots and 99s, and enjoy the fun of flying again.  My instrument 
student Teresa was excited to log .1 of actual on departure from PAO as we climbed through a couple 
of thousand feet of clouds.  And Barry, a pre-solo student, got to experience something other than the 
practice area as we flew past SFO on the way back.  All in all, a good entry back into our flyouts.  Harris 
Ranch is on the schedule for June, and we know what a popular destination that is. 

In July we are considering reconvening in person for our General Meetings. Our new location will be 
West Valley Flying Club in Palo Alto.  We will also have nice, up to date audio/visuals for presentations 
by speakers.  Look for an announcement in the coming weeks. 

Be sure to sign up for our International Meeting on July 10th.  It will be zoom again with lots of updates 
for activities and events.  You will learn a lot about the organization and who our leaders are and what 
they are up to.  It’s not to be missed. 

I hope everyone is looking forward to summer and possibly resuming vacation time and travel, at least 
domestically.  I know I am with two trips planned already.  Think I will wait for international travel for a 
while longer. 

Keep flying, 

Sue Ballew 
SCV Chapter Chair 
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Elections for SCV Chapter Board 

Thank you to everyone who voted in the chapter board elections. The next board term is June 1, 2021 
to May 31, 2023. The new board is listed below. 

 

Santa Clara Valley Chapter Board 2021-2023 
 
CHAIRMAN: Sue Ballew 
VICE CHAIR: Louise Mateos 
SECRETARY: Patricia Gregory 
TREASURER: Maki Honda 
DIRECTOR: Debby Cunningham  
PAST CHAIRMAN: N/A 
NOMINATING COMMITTEE:  Betty Bucci, Mary McEnroe, Carol Munch, Laura Del Favero  
 

 

Chapter Committee Chairs 
 

MEMBERSHIP: Leslie Ingham 
WINDSOCK NEWSLETTER: Laura Del Favero 
FLYING ACTIVITIES:   Pat Gregory 
STUDENT PILOTS: Mary McEnroe 
99S NEWS REPORTER: Carol Munch 
LEGISLATIVE: Penny Blake 
 

SAFETY EDUCATION: Laura Del Favero 
HOSPITALITY: OPEN 
SCHOLARSHIPS: Debby Cunningham 
FOREST OF FRIENDSHIP: OPEN 
WEBSITE/ GOOGLE DRIVE: Brittany Sabol 
SOCIAL MEDIA: Maki Honda  
 

 

2021-2022 Membership Contributions 
Our fiscal year is June 1 to May 31. The 2021-2022 
chapter contributions are being accepted at $15 per year.  
Please indicate the year(s) for which you are contributing.  
An asterisk by your name confirms your contribution for 
the following year(s) as well. 
 
The following list is current as of June 1, 2021. You may 
pay via PayPal or by check. Make check out to SCV99s. 
Email Treasurer Maki Honda for PayPal instructions or 
mailing address: nowasabiplease@gmail.com 
  
 

Lisa Corsetti*** 
Laura Del Favero 
Kathy Groves 
Marian Harris*  
Janet Hitt* 

Louise Mateos**** 
Carol Munch***** 
Marcie Smith 
Kristen Tarabetz** 
Joyce Willis** 
 
 

mailto:nowasabiplease@gmail.com
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I got the honor of presenting Maki Honda her 99s pin from the Santa Clara Valley chapter as a token of 
our congratulations on her accomplishment of becoming a Private Pilot!! Our very best to you as you 
spread your wings!! 

Debby Cunningham  

 

 
Finding “the” Airplane 

by Debby Cunningham 

It started innocently enough, a friend, Michael, in my flying club said he’s thinking of buying an airplane 
so he has more availability spur of the moment.  Hmmm sounds interesting, have you thought about 
having a partner? 

And so the search began. We both really like the Bonanza A36 but also wanted something with a little 
more power for those high, hot climb outs. We narrowed it down to a Cessna turbo 210. Fast, full power 
all the way up, and generous payload. 

Our budget allowed us an older one and apparently there are lots of people in our budget range!!! We 
missed several nice late70s, early 80s models. There was a nice 1978 with a great avionics suite, 4-
year old paint and interior but was a bit too pricey for us. Kept looking. A couple months this plane 
shows up with a lower price tag and Michael calls immediately- the first one!!! 
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He talks with the agent who emails us copies of the logs and we pour over them. We have some 
concerns but get satisfactory answers. 

Next stop-Bend, OR. We meet the agent, great guy and an airline pilot, then take a look see. Beautiful 
outside and inside!! Take it up, flys great. Have a mechanic do a compression check-all good!! Michael 
contacts a shop that has never worked on this plane and schedules the prebuy inspection. Oh no quite 
a few “things” found. The owner doesn’t want to pay for all of them (per the contract) so he’s going pull 
the sale and relist it. 

We need to decide if we are willing 
to pay more or keep looking.  It 
does seem like the right plane for 
us. 

After a few negotiations it becomes 
our airplane!! Of course we now 
want to get everything fixed before it 
comes home to CA. This is where 
the saying “an airplane is a hole 
where you throw money “ comes 
from. We did more throwing than we 
wanted to but we now have what 
should be a very reliable mode of 
transportation! 

We brought her home on May 12 to 
our tiedown at SJC.  

I’m looking forward to many flights 
and being able to make more of the 
99s flying events and yes I will be 

wanting some other 99s to fly with me  

 
May fly-in to Santa Rosa 

by Pat Gregory 

Once again, the weather thwarted our attempt to fly to Lampson Field 
(Clearlake).  Adding to the disappointment was finding out the two restaurants on the 
field had their phones disconnected (indicating they were closed).  Even with some 
spotty weather, ten of us intended to fly somewhere for lunch today so we detoured to 
Santa Rosa (KSTS).  There we had a delightful lunch on the patio of the Skylounge 
Steak House amid the sounds of biz jets and smells of jet fuel.    
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Flying in were Pat and Laura, Marcie, Louise and hubby, Steve and Bogdan, and Sue with 2 of her 
students.   The flight from the bay area was carried out with everyone filing IFR except Laura and Pat 
who went VFR.   As it turned out we all were pretty much together even though some flew from SJC 
and some from PAO.   An amusing part of this was Louise, Laura and Marcie were flying in tandem, 
however Norcal kept vectoring Marcie back and forth across the valley, so she probably put an extra 50 
miles on her plane.   The flight home was not nearly so eventful but was a bit turbulent.  All in all, it was 
a fine day with all of us so happy to be physically together once again, enjoying good food and good 
company.  We hope you all join us next time. 
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International Meeting Saturday July 10 
To attend the Annual Meeting, you must complete two steps: 

Step 1 - Complete the Credentialling process: All 99s will receive an email on June 14, 2021 with 
instructions to verify your membership as part of the Credentialing process for the Annual Meeting. The 
email will have further instructions for delegates to enter and sign their numbered Delegate Authorization 
Forms. 

Step 2 - Register for the meeting: Within a week of the Annual Meeting, everyone who has cleared the 
Credentialing process will receive an email invitation to register for the meeting. 

Very important: If you don't complete both of these steps, you will not be able to attend the Annual 
Meeting. 

 
Rationale for Change from Delegate System Voting 

to One-Member-One-Vote  
From Gretchen Kahn 
Chairman, Bylaws and Standing Rules Committee 

This year there are 13 proposed amendments to The 99s international bylaws and standing rules. 

Proposed amendment 13 is a shift from a delegate system voting at an annual meeting to a one-
member-one-vote system at the annual meeting. While there are detailed briefing notes, presentations, 
and information session recordings on the bylaws website https://www.ninety-nines.org/bylaws-and-
standing-rules-information.htm, several members have asked for a shorter summary of the background.  

Rationale for proposed Amendment #13 One Member One Vote and Quorum 
The Ninety-Nines, Inc. uses a very complex delegate process that includes:  

• Delegate Authorization Form (DAF) calculation and distribution 
• Selection of delegates 
• Credentials at the annual meeting (AM) 
• Issuing and counting voting cards at the AM 

Currently there are several conflicts between rules and practice. 
Over the last three years during bylaws workshops, members have asked why we do not have a one 
member one vote (OMOV) system. 
Recent developments with the online AM in 2020 caused the Bylaws Committee to examine our entire 
voting process. One positive outcome was that more voting delegates and six times more non-voting 
members attended than usual at our in-person meetings. For more detail on the analysis and 
recommendations, see the Briefing Note posted on the Bylaws Information web page. 
The Bylaws and Standing Rules Committee (BL/SRC) and IBOD reviewed five voting options (see the 
OMOV Briefing Note) and support changing to a one member one vote (OMOV) system.  
The OMOV system supports:  

https://www.ninety-nines.org/bylaws-and-standing-rules-information.htm
https://www.ninety-nines.org/bylaws-and-standing-rules-information.htm
about:blank
about:blank
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• The fundamental principle of one member one vote as advocated by Robert’s Rules of Order 
Newly Revised (RONR). 

• Both in-person and online attendance at an AM. 
• Electronic voting by both in-person and online attendees. 
• Proxy voting for those members who cannot physically attend, if an AM must be held in-person 

only. 
The IBOD concurs with the committee’s voting recommendation.  
The benefits of this recommendation are: 

• Every member who attends can vote, and have a say in the organization. 
• Improves vote counting during the AM. 
• Promotes attendance of international members. 
• Eliminates the complexity and inequities of the delegate system. 
• Eliminates complexity of one delegate having multiple votes. 
• Eliminates concerns of over-representation of members in the locale of the AM. 
• Eliminates the intermediary role of chapter chairmen and governors in selecting delegates and 

determining how they vote. 
If The Ninety-Nines adopts the OMOV system, we will need to change how quorum is established, 
since it is currently based on a delegate system. 
So… what is a quorum? 

•  Quorum is: 
• “the minimum number of voting members who must be present at a properly called meeting 

in order to conduct business in the name of the group.” (RONR) 
• based on the number of people at the meeting, not the number of votes. 
• in general, a relatively small number. 
• a fixed number, a % of attendees, or a % of membership. 

The BL/SRC evaluated 4 options (see the Quorum Briefing Note). Proposed amendment #13 defines 
quorum to be "the presence of at least 2% of the total membership and representation from at least four 
sections.”  
 
Adopting this definition of quorum will be: 

• Consistent with the number of members who have attended as delegates over the past ten 
years. 

• Reflective of future changes in membership numbers. 
 

 
Transition Training in an RV-7A 

by Betty Bucci 

After selling our Bonanza F33A, Fred and I decided to buy a Van's RV-7A. In anticipation of our 
acquisition, we decided to get some transition training in before our purchase. Van’s has instructor 
pilots scattered across the U.S. that fly various RV models and provide instruction and checkouts for 
people building or buying a Van's RV airplane. We thought it would be a good idea to get some time in 
an RV-7A to be ready to fly one home when we are ready. It also helps to shop for insurance when you 
have some time in make and model.  

about:blank
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At the end of April, we flew (commercial) to Boise, ID. We were meeting the instructor at his hangar in 
Nampa, ID for a couple of days of training. The next morning, we met the instructor at 7:30am. We 
started with ground instruction which included how to fly by the numbers and talked through specifics of 
the airplane. Next it was time to fly. Fred went first while I kept myself occupied in the hangar apartment 
which had a comfortable living area, kitchen, and full bathroom. There was a comfortable recliner which 
I tried out while waiting for Fred to return with the airplane. 

Fred returned after a successful flight and it was my turn. We started by practicing taxing out to the run-
up area. The RV has a free castering nose wheel. He had me taxi on the center line, then turn left and 
back to center line and then right and back to center line to get a feel for the nose wheel steering. We 
did this the length of the taxiway. Taxing with a free castering nose wheel is not much different than 
taxing a tail wheel airplane. You need to anticipate the turn.  

The instructor likes to fly with standard numbers that are easy to remember: 50 kts stall, 60 kts rotation, 
90-80-70 kts for downwind, base and final, 75 best glide.  

When you line up for takeoff you pull forward a few feet to make sure the nose wheel is straight. Again, 
like a tail wheel airplane where you want to make sure the tail wheel is straight before starting your 
takeoff roll. One important setting for takeoff is the trim. It is critical to make sure it is set properly before 
you start your roll. You also lower the flaps about an inch. The flaps are continuous, there are no preset 
settings, to lower the flaps you hold the switch down for a couple of seconds and confirm visually. As 
you start your takeoff roll, 50 kts comes up quickly and you just barely pitch up when you rotate. The 
airplane wants to climb fast, and it can get to nose high.  You want to lower the nose so you can see, 
and still maintain a good climb. After lowering the nose, I was still climbing over 1,000' per minute. At 
500', reduce power to 25" mp and 2500 rpm. At cruise, we powered back to 20" and 2400 rpm since 
there was no need for high power for our training, at that power setting we were seeing around 145 kts.  

The RV has a stick. From the left seat you use your left hand on the stick and the right on the controls. 
From the right seat you use your right hand on the stick and the left on the controls. When you rest your 
forearm on your leg, you can keep 2 fingers lightly on the stick. It does not take much pressure to 
control the airplane. You do not want to make large movements; a small movement is all you need. The 
2-finger control reminded me of flying gliders. The control is similar.  

To get a feel for the airplane we started with some maneuvers, turns at different bank angles, slow 
flight, and stalls. There was a winding river that flowed through the area. He had me follow the river at a 
low altitude to get a feel for the airplane.  

We spent time descending and slowing down to enter the pattern. When you are ready to land you 
reduce power to 10" mp and let the airplane descend. You then capture your desired altitude with the 
stick and let the speed bleed off. You are looking for 90 kts but you lead the speed, at 95 kts you 
increase power to 12.5" mp, continue to 90 kts and give it some up trim. On downwind, you fly a tight 
pattern and keep the wingtip on the runway (from a visual perspective in the air). Abeam the touchdown 
point, reduce the throttle to 1800-1900 rpm and hold 90 kts while you are going to full prop, full mixture 
and 1" of flaps. You keep a tight pattern to stay close to the airport. Because of its short wings, it does 
not glide well. We would turn base close to the runway and add another 1" of flaps, then quickly turn to 
final and add full flaps. 
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I wanted to get some extra landings in so one flight I just stayed in the pattern. For pattern work, you 
take off as normal. Around 300' agl, reduce power to 25", 2500rpm. About 200' below pattern altitude 
start your crosswind turn, continue climbing and start reducing power to 12". Look at altimeter, 
airspeed, and power until reaching 90 kts. When in the pattern you do not want to let the airspeed get 
lower than 70 kts or have more than a 30-degree bank angle. Following that advise prevents a stall in 
the pattern.  

Our BFRs were also due in April so we used the training to also satisfy a BFR. On the second day we 
each did the oral part of the BFRs and then flew again. I got in a lot of practice getting in and out of the 
pattern and landing. We flew out of Nampa, ID (MAN), but also did pattern work at Caldwell Industrial 
(EUL) and Ontario Muni (ONO) airports. When at Ontario, ID there was no one else in the pattern and 
the wind was calm. We would land in one direction and take off in the other. This worked out well until 
one turn around when I lined up on the centerline and made one last check for traffic before rolling for 
takeoff. When I looked up, I was surprised to see an airplane on short final landing in the direction I just 
landed but since I had done a 180, it was now headed straight toward me. It was a long runway and I 
was at the far end. I quickly turned the airplane around and got off the runway. The landing aircraft 
exited the runway long before reaching the end where I was parked on the taxiway. We never heard the 
aircraft while we were flying nor did we see it in the pattern. I saw the aircraft before my instructor did 
and he was also quite surprised by it. I am not sure the other aircraft saw us. When it was clear we took 
off and continued our practice.  

We had 2 long days of flying and instruction and we achieved our goal of getting a checkout in an RV-
7A. It was fun to fly a small fast airplane. Now we just need one of our own! Stay tuned.....  

 

 

A little chapter history 
by Laura Del Favero 

This year marks the 67th birthday of the Santa Clara Valley chapter of the 99s. Typically we gather in 
the summer to celebrate our chapter’s birthday, but that has been suspended due to the pandemic. 
Hopefully the chapter birthday party picnic will resume in the summer of 2022. 

The Santa Clara Valley chapter was formed in 1954 by several members of the Bay Cities chapter who 
saw a need for a chapter for women living on the peninsula and further south. 

According to our chapter history, the first meeting of the SCV chapter was held April 6, 1954 at the San 
Jose King Road Airport, with 17 “girls” in attendance. 
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I can’t be the only person to read the above excerpt from the chapter history and wonder “what airport?” 
Apparently, the original San Jose Airport was neither San Jose International or Reid-Hillview, but an 
entirely different airport. The original field was located on the east side of King Road between Story and 
Ocala, east of highway 101. The facilities consisted of a runway and a hangar.  

 
The original San Jose Airport, as depicted on the 1932 San Francisco - Los Angeles Air Navigation Map. Source: 
http://www.airfields-freeman.com/CA/Airfields_CA_SanJose.htm 
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The last aeronautical chart depiction of the original San Jose Airport was on the 1952 San Francisco 
Local Aeronautical Chart. It depicted the original San Jose Airport as having a 2,600' unpaved runway. 
Note that it also depicted the newer and much larger San Jose Municipal Airport a few miles to the 
west. The original San Jose Airport was sold in 1959. Eventually the land was developed and now is a 
primarily residential neighborhood. 

 
Source: http://www.airfields-freeman.com/CA/Airfields_CA_SanJose.htm 

Even though the first chapter meeting was held in April 1954, the first chapter business meeting was 
conducted August 6, 1954, with 20 members in attendance. 
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Airport Restaurant Report 
In case you didn’t already know, the Bakersfield Municipal Airport (L45) has a restaurant on the field.  

The Glitz Café is located on the airport, adjancent to transient parking. The café offers the standard fare 
of most airport cafes. The interior is spacious and the tables are very spread out, making it a good 
location for a future fly-in.  

There is a large transient ramp at the northern edge of the field. The way to transient is a little confusing 
if you’ve never been there before, so I outlined it on the airport diagram. From taxiway A turn left onto 
taxiway F, then turn right down the unmarked taxilane until you arrive at the ramp. It looks like you are 
going the wrong way, but your are not, keep going. You’ll know you are in the right place if you see the 
café and the little tower with the red roof. There is a sign on the fence to the right of the café that reads 
transient aircraft parking. 
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Find us Here! 

 
 
https://www.instagram.com/scv99s/ 
 
https://www.facebook.com/SantaClaraValley99s 
 
https://www.santaclaravalley99s.org/ 

 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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SCV99s 2021 Fly-in Schedule 
 

Each month an announcement will be sent with updated details for that month. 
 

June 19: Harris Ranch (3O8). Please let Pat Gregory know if you plan to join us plowers@sbcglobal.net 

 

 

 

Upcoming SCV99s Meetings  
 
In-person chapter meetings have temporarily been suspended due to COVID-19. For now, chapter 
meetings will be held via Zoom. An announcement with time, date, and link to join meeting will be sent 
each month via email. 
 

 

99s Meetings & Conferences 2021 
 
July 10, 2021: 2021 International Conference. This is an online meeting format. Time 09:00 PDT. 

September 9-12, 2021: Joint Southwest/Northwest section meeting, South Point Hotel & Casino in Las 
Vegas, NV.  

Registration now open! https://sws99s.clubexpress.com/ 
 

 
 
  

https://sws99s.clubexpress.com/
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www.santaclaravalley99s.org 

 
 
The Windsock Information and Deadlines 
 
We need your articles and input!! 
To our members, please give me your ideas and most of all...articles and photos for all to enjoy. 
 
 
Article Due Dates: 

· The Windsock is delivered bimonthly: 
        Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sep, and Nov 

· Due date for articles is the 20th of the month. 
 
 
Content Format 
Please provide to me with Word docs (preferred) or text within an email.  Graphics as .jpg preferred.  
  
Thank you, 
EDITOR: 
Laura Del Favero 
ladelfavero@gmail.com    
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